This paper concerns the so-called "closed graph theorem" or "open mapping theorem" (cf. [2; 3; 5; 6]). We intend to introduce here only the main result. Discussion is restricted to some general indications as to applications of the theorem proved. The full paper will be published in Studia Mathematica.
where S = qi, g 2 , • • • . Assuming X = \J( Pq )eN X (Pq) we introduce gboundedness in X as follows : a sequence (x n ) C.X is said to be rebounded if (x n ) is bounded in at least one X (Pq)y | • | (Pq) in the usual sense. Suppose there is given a BC topology (r) in X. 3 The topology (r) is said to be represented by % if the notions of g-boundedness and (r)-boundedness coincide.
If for given % there exists at least one BC topology that is represented by %, then this topology must be given by considering a pseudonorm being continuous on X iff it is continuous restricted to any X( Pq ) y \ • | ( Pfl >, with (p q )(EN. Therefore there is at most one BC topology that is represented by given F and we denote this topology by (rgr).
A locally convex topology (r) is said to be (b)-complete if each bounded mapping of an A-normed 4 space Z into X can be extended to the completion of Z. (b) -completeness follows from sequential completeness, and remains after bornologic fortification of the initial topology.
Two topologies (ri) and (r 2 ) are said to be a-compatible if from the fact that (x n ) tends to Xi in (ri) topology and to x 2 in (T 2 ) topology follows that Xi = x 2 .
The purpose of this paper is to prove that under some conditions listed below as (a), (j3) and (7) 
Then there exists (p*)G^V'(ü'i, (£«)) such that (x n ) C.X( Vq *) and lim sup ? j %n+i (Vq*) 0.
Conditions (a), (j3) and (7) are set in such a way that starting with a/37-representable spaces and constructing spaces of linear transformations, dual spaces, tensorial products, countable projective and inductive limits, we have the natural a/37-representations for the new spaces.
In order to follow the main theorem we will concentrate on two very important examples.
Let 2D be the space of all infinitely differentiate functions with compact carriers defined on an open convex subset £2 of fe-dimensional Euclidean space and suppose Q is the union of compact convex subsets Op, where £2 p CInt Qp+i. We set for <j> G 2D 
rftew tóere exists (p q )ÇzN such that Z C.X( P ) and for (x n ) C.Z ||x«||->0 implies \x n \ { Pq )->0. (B) Suppose that there exists an afi'y-representation of a (b)-complete BC space X, (r). Then, whatever is an CKJSY (b)-complete BC topology (p) in X, (p) is £&e same as (r) provided (p) and (r) are compatible.
It is significant that even in the case of distribution spaces the theorem yields the not trivial fact that all one-to-one continuous mappings of 3D' onto 2D' have the continuous inverses.
PROOF To prove the theorem we take (p q ) from Lemma 1, arbitrary e>0 and a finite nonvoid UQS. Suppose (gi, #2, • • • ) is a sequence of all elements from S-U. We set UQ=U and U%= J7»_iU{g»-} for i^l. and thus by (7), (x n ) GX (Pq *) and sup* | 2î£î»+i 
